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Society is an aggregate of people living in an ordered community with set laws and regulations.

I want to explore this area but as a world without laws and the implications of this. I also want to discover why we as humans develop an agentive state at such a young age. Like how we act like puppets to authority figures. I have to look at artists such as Banksy and John Holcroft.

Relationships are key; they can be between an object and person each serves a purpose, therefore can be compared to life itself. Relationships consist of a timeline of events occurring in your life where one explores themselves or another individual as well as discovering the nature of their partner.

Architecture is a general term to describe buildings as a physical structure. Over thousands of years, architects have been exploring ways of creating new styles of buildings and I feel that this exploration is never-ending as there are always new and innovative ways of creating buildings.
For this study I decided to do negative space in White paint to express how society controls our actions, as a full mask would ordinarily show complete control whereas the negative space represents that there is some free will for us to do as we please.

Over here I’ve looked onto printmaking because I feel it has a stronger tie to non-actors which evidently has a significance to the idea of society being controlled, like how soldiers are trained and conform to authority figures. This comes across for this study of the mask to show the controlled nature more linear due to societal pressures. I’ve also used charcoal & white chalk to create depth in this piece.
PHOTOGRAPHY OF GAS MASKS

I have decided to continue with the object of gas masks as I feel that it conveys what I’m trying to get across, the idea that “everyday we wear a mask” hiding our true natures to whom that we are conforming to societies beliefs and norms.

In these specific pictures I have taken I’ve purposely cut out the eyes to really get across how much we hold back to be accepted in society so I believe that the eye can release emotions & desires that cannot be shown.

Each photo looks almost similar to the next because I was inspired by Ari Verdult who created a series of photographs called “Gratitudes” which looks at assuming a group identity.

Using Photoshop I created a hybrid looking image by combining my face with loosely drawn lines.

I have drawn the image of the lower half of the face which is still and motionless in pencil and then with PVA and paint. I loosely painted the upper half of my face to express the unknown feelings that we keep hidden inside.
Masked Society

The photos turned masks appear to be permanently etched to make them last more lifetime. Also, rather than having faces with their expressions, I created the masks to smile to reinforce the idea of hiding emotions behind masks/expressions. The truth is that the eyes are the window to your soul, for this reason I again cut the eyes out. Although this makes the masks look área I feel that it creates a sense of kindness and gives an unwary feeling to the overall page.
Making a latex mask

I decided to make our mask made out of latex, to mimic the texture of our skin. I used fabric and cardboard to make it more rigid. There is no question on the face to emphasize the emotion we choose to hide in our face.

Each mask was made to represent a different emotion. I used a combination of latex and fabric, using a layer of latex and fabric, to give the mask a bit of thickness.
Inspired by REBECCA HORN

After being inspired by Rebecca Horn I decided to develop the idea I previously had. To cover the idea more I used interesting tape mainly to draw on the mask but also because it symbolises the idea that the mask can be decorative but can also be pulled off.

All around the mask I drew pictures of faces showing the different facial expressions one wants to make real emotions, whether they be of fear, laughter or sadness.

As Rebecca Horn did with the animal sculptures, I decided to use glass frames. It encouraged me to make people wonder and think when one is looking through them. Very spooky feel.

Although I'm mainly being encouraged to go further beyond the mask and do an observational study on getting down to the bone itself, I have found myself gravitating towards more. So far through the skull is the most interesting part of the face, most of it has a strange mechanical look. In the brain there's such controversy, (some or any brains attached).

I have found it easier to draw. I found that I had solved some problems with shapes and anatomical form I believed the skull creates. I'm finding it interesting now being able to interpret it from bone and muscle. The gap between the teeth to the skull is so amazing. To the eye, on the face that they both connect. The brain being involved in to being unusual.

On the next page I continued to look at the piece but to a smaller scale by drawing of the head instead of trying to draw the expression because there is something that really makes me and others say about 18th century people. About 100 years before the gap in time that the removal of the eyes prevents nothing, especially when I think about it, to be a more regular feel.
I decided to return back to the gas mask as I feel that throughout my journey of society, the gas mask will remain a prominent theme as it can symbolise multitude things, but through an immutable object in the literal sense. It protects us from toxic gases but also as it is a mask and with any mask it has the ability of hiding facial expressions. It essentially a metaphor for masking our emotions.
Using the scanner, I used the scanner to scan a photograph of a gas mask, although I found the gas mask image in the scanner process by accident. I like how the blurred image gives the overall picture a sense of mystery.

merging out from the dimness
The title “Disintegration of a Gas Mask” was based upon the idea of the gas mask being able to take off a mask to reveal a true identity which I have done through the looseness of lines aside. Each study becoming more abstract.

The first study is an oil pastel drawing of the gas mask which was actually an experimental study because on the surface the object is all you can see. I specifically chose oil pastel for its bright colour to emphasise the feeling it expresses. In the goggles screws appear which was by chance. I then thought of a different meaning of possible death prevented by the gas mask. This study is the highest of them all.

This is the second study and can be seen to gradually lose the right lines seen in the previous picture. I chose to do charcoal as it mimicked the eeriness of the gas mask. In this the gas mask and the gas appear blank which I like as it has a strong impression.
In bright colour to emphasise the clearly non-organic shapes of the skull. Skulls appear which have an inspired H.C. Esher but with a different meaning of possible death prevented by the gas mask. This study is the highest of them all.

In the third study, simply using a big brush with ink, I created this murky image which is almost unrecognisable. By freely placing the brush strokes without any control.

The last study presents the disintegration of the gas mask through the process of the ink on the page. Without using any manipulation of brushes or any other tools, I allowed the ink to run freely on the page simply moving the paper round.
**FINAL OUTCOME**

Using Photoshop I layered the gas masks over one another in a confined space, in order to show that in almost all societies you are "confined" to a specific set of social norms.

There is also a deliberate choice of bright colours used to emphasise the potential of free will that all individuals have. This is made apparent by the juxtaposition of bright colour with the dark and heavy toned areas within gas masks. The bright colour opposes the conventional association of gas masks.

I have collapsed the gas mask and face together. The gas mask, in brown paper, has a vintage feel, reminiscent of WWII. The face mask reduces the facial features, even though the lower part of the face is shown.
JOHN STEZAKER

Stezaker uses photographic images like vintage postcards and book illustrations to adjust into collages to create a new meaning out of these old images, which juxtaposes the literal portraits with the eerie and picturesque of landscapes like waterfalls, caves and images.

In his "Dark Star" series he cuts out the image of a celebrity to create a silhouette of the current public figure which he tried convincing because of the irony of celebrities having a large presence but the image as a void of importance.

I feel that Stezaker's work relates to mine in the way that the focal point is on identity and individuality, which he has shown throughout cutting out and collaging pictures together. By looking at his work in detail I hope to move away from the conventional use of masks and imagery and instead towards the technique of negative space and positive space and growing the impact of losing appearance to your identity or simply using images together to create another one possibly look at landscapes and locations.

Over here I have done my own interpretation on Stezaker's work. By photoshopping on landscapes onto each person, by doing this he can see the importance of your appearance to assume an identity because here you cannot tell the age, ethnicity or cultural background or any of these unusual.
INSPIRED BY JOHN STEZAKER

After being inspired by Stezaker’s Max Series, I wanted to explore visually how I see the ordinary objects in my environment. This made me appreciate the precision and time it takes in order to create the collages of his culture.

The process involved laying an image over a sheet of paper, and using this coat to bring out the image.
INSPIRED BY
JOHN STEZAKER

I was inspired by Stezaker's layering and collage and the affects it gives. However, rather than using secondary source media I wanted to use my own drawing the gas mask which has been continuously used in my work. Also, rather than using vintage shots of a person I used individuals who are uniform by the uniformity that they are wearing, following the idea of experiments which I had previously looked at. This layering process of layering is again to show the layers of face with the face.

Using stencils was interesting as the facial expression is made visible, but each of the models have the same sad plastic expression on their face.

I felt that the images on the previous page were slightly confusing so I wanted to rewrite them by experimenting with lighting. This was done successfully with the image of thegas mask. Thus the darkness gives an area of the image.
As I was working on acetate before I wanted to see the effects of projecting the acetate drawing onto the face. However, this was not successful as the light was not strong enough.

I then tried drawing on the acetate whilst on the projector to see if this came out a bit stronger but this was still unsuccessful and instead the gas mask began to look more real.

INSTALLATION INSPIRATION
INSTALLATION INSPIRATION

From the unsuccessful projections I was left with the miniature scans which I had laid on top of another to stack away. However, I found the overall image of the gas mask looked slightly 2D.

I also started to do an A4 drawing with white pen on the acetate which gave me the idea of deconstructing the gas mask onto different acetate pieces of acetate and layering them together, similar to the image above.

Nobuhiro Nakanishi

I looked at Nobuhiro Nakanishi who is known for his “Layered drawings.” He creates these images by photographing a landscape repeatedly over a period of time. This way observers can see subtle changes within the landscapes.

From this I thought to hang my work from the ceiling a few centimeters apart rather than putting one over the other. This allows each image to be their own individual piece when observed from the side contributes to the overall image from the side. Also on each A4 piece of acetate there will be a component of the gas mask rather than the usual object. This way I will be DECONSTRUCTING the gas mask which I haven’t done previously.
I created this image by freely drawing the darker areas of the gas mask using permanent ink. I then sprayed it with fixative spray which dispersed the ink away to create these large bubbles. This created a toxic looking effect which is ironically the purpose of a gas mask.

I used the same techniques on the previous page using red and green to emphasise this toxicity.
The goggles eyes are what I have previously looked at as I believe in the saying that the eyes are the window to the soul. So only there by drawn the goggles in a reference to this statement.

Here, I have used a mixture of thick and thin permanent marker to create the shading of the gas mask to create a sense of depth in 3D space.
Here, I have focused the white permanent marker on layered glass to again create a sense of depth. 

When all the images are hung up together.
The row of photos show the gradual process of layering each individual photo to create the overall image. I have also attached a CD to show the different perspectives and angles of the installation.

In this installation, I wanted to show that the layering symbolised a similar process that we humans do which is “layer” ourselves with masks to hide how we feel. So usually I showed me the construction of each layer building up the overall mask. However, these layers can easily be taken down, similar to our metaphorical mask being deconstructed, as we have the free will to do so.

The space between each sheet which is visible from the sides, shows the potential we have to break down the mask. It also represents the unreliability that is still present even when you have the mask.
As I had looked at layering in my previous book I decided to look at layering of ink instead of layering different components together. Experimenting with ink has added a more TONAL element to my which hasn't been seen much at. As this was just experimenting with a different medium, I feel that me future came out clumsy and would like to see this to work with more to improve.
Inspired by Sarah Warinx

On this page I was interested in creating a collage by cutting out and rearranging different images. I was also interested in exploring the concept of 'eye candy' and its relationship to the human eye. I decided to create a collage using different materials and techniques, including painting, collaging, and printing. The final result is a visually striking and thought-provoking piece that reflects my interests and ideas.
Inspired By Sarah Kavanagh

On this page I decided to do my own take on Kavanagh's collages by combining the painting of my sister, the gas mask and the Bangladeshi landscape.

As there is a vintage element in Kavanagh's work, I edited the painting to black and white to get across a vintage feel. I included the cultural element through the Bangladeshi background which has been edited to "cutout" on Photoshop to get the graphic, feel. To achieve vibrant colours in this collage I altered the gas mask.
SARAH KAUSHIK

I felt that Sarah Kaushik was an relevant artist as one tends to digitally manipulate her work, which is what I too have been doing. Kaushik lives in Delhi which is where many of her colleagues focus upon. She focuses upon relevant themes in India such as female empowerment, gay rights as well as the migratory culture of Delhi.

Female empowerment being the most obvious theme, Kaushik feels that “women have been oppressed forever and on college ignore them purely,” and she fully regards herself as a feminist. This is made very clear from her collages such as “Alley of a Woman” and “Crowning of Man how important is it?” The Kajaro.

The migratory culture in Delhi is most apparent in the use of spaces and the illumination of her earlier series, which she explains as a way to express the nature of her constant movement, “sometimes from a small is to a bigger city” and she also refers to space as a “black hole to the narrative.”

Unlike to Steer, Kaushik’s work is a vintage feel preserved throughout her work, however, one can hardly combine the old vintage with my new and sees vintage books as “gemstone.”

As all the work is digital, they can be printed to larger than A1, although these would not be seen in galleries but rather in the comfort of her own home.

Here, I decided to use an acrylic image of a gas mask next to the face wearing red and green shawl which resembles to be the colours of the Bangladesh flag where my dad is originally from. I found the combination of the 2 images continues with one another because of the black and white tones.
This 2nd print was not very successful as I moved the paper too quickly - causing it to smudge. So I decided to place a stab of the gel more over the print.

I have also come to the conclusion that the thickness of the oil caused these blurred, unclear images.

To solve the one print and get more together, I decided to photocopy them to get a print that created one solid image.
CHANGE OF STYLE

Due to continuous unsuccessful painting, I have decided to change the medium of what I am currently using. Although, the thick ink was not successful, it has inspired me to switch to thick layered and painted. Also after reviewing my work so far, I have noticed a continuous use of black and white. This lack of colour has turned me into a direction where colour will be more important, as I associate these FREE WILL with BRIGHT and VIBRANT COLOUR.

Also as the subject matter of this book so far has been my dad, I want to look more into CULTURES as my dad is exposed with cultural influences from BANGLADESH. This still relates to the bigger picture of society and the lack of free will as culture such as my own is an example of this. From here on I want to move on this topic using cultures.
On this page, I have used bright colours to represent the idea that we are all capable of having this. The large range of colours is a reference to my dad's rich cultural background.

I have also used a cloth called "SHUTI" which is traditional marenai in Bangladesh.
On this page I have used a somber technique to depict my mum. However, I now use a playful style to show her the past era.

Cross-Cultured
PAUL WRIGHT

Paul Wright is a portraiture artist who flourishes in free and expressive brush strokes which are then disrupted using a palette knife. He uses thick paints because he “likes to apply as much paint possible and then move it around” as it opens up new and exciting options for him, this creates a three-dimensional element to his work.

With many of his paintings he focuses on heads as he has an interest in "the human head." He prides his work with the idea that they are not traditional portraits as he walks the “line between likeness and abstraction.” I feel that he is relevant to my own work as I would like to refine the oil paintings that I have done by adopting a similar style to him.
Here I have experimented with different styles of paintings, which almost mimics Paul Wright without being an exact replica.

By altering the tone of the paintings to black and white, and I have filtered out any colour to primarily focus on the style and application of the paint.

In the first painting I have used brush with oil and found that the colours were easier to blend together, to move it looks more realistic, however in comparison to the second painting, it lacks movement and there is less freedom in each stroke which may be due to the use of palette knife which essentially forces you to break out of that control. The freedom in mark making is what needs to be prominent to represent the concept of being free and being free still.

The vast range of colours in no. 2 was more influenced by an artistic piece I did in the previous book. The colour is used to represent the cultural aspects which reinforces the idea of freedom because of the different colours, however aesthetically the colours don’t merge with one another showing disconnection.

In comparison with the first painting, the colours appear blended together to not concave and premeditated.

Both paintings 1 & 2 are a combination of styles presented by Paul Wright. Though the mark making in no. 2 achieved a sense of freedom, I felt that possibly looking into more free, assured and lower styles may really conclude the idea of breaking boundaries and breaking social norms especially societal expectations from society.

What I was specifically trying to look at was the importance of colour and how in a sense, can help to identify you as a person. I showed both portraits to my dad and asked him which one represented him best.

Without hesitation he pointed to the colourful painting because he felt that the "bright and different colours matched [him] cultural background and personality."
After passing one of the old acetate gas masks, I decided to create a digitally manipulated copy using Photoshop as the gas mask did not fit onto the face.

I found that unmasking the gas mask and using Liquify created an even more unmasking image. I felt that using Photoshop was a modern day take on Stezaker collages. This also allowed me to combine Paul Knight and Stezaker styles together.
I wanted to keep experimenting with Paul Wright's style of painting. However, here I have used stippling movement to merge the colours together. Also, unlike the previous studies of my clad, this image lacks the vibrant colours.

I have decided to change the model/subject matter to female as which is my sister. I want to focus more on females in my Bengali culture, as for many years the women have had little FREE WILL.

Similar to the image on the previous page, I have used Photoshop to combine the gas mask to the face. However, this time I have removed the wire bits of the gas mask. So now the gas mask almost looks like an extension of my sister's face.

I've decided to return back to my mum, as I previously stated that I want to look more at females.
I've decided to relocate back to my mum, as I previously stated that I want to look more at females in the Bengali culture, who in previous years would have had little free will until now, and I think my mum is a great example of this.

The painting on the left is of my mum in the present day. I feel that overall as a painting it has been quite successful however, unlike the Paul Knight style I have lost the vibrant colours which is what I'd like to improve on.

For the image on the right I have placed the gas mask over the face, as I want to represent
After talking to my mum, she remained on when she felt she had the least amount of free will which was on her WEDDING DAY. This was an ARRANGED MARRIAGE by the eldest of her family which although she agreed to, she felt the decision was wronged and she would have preferred to have finished school. By the age of 15 she was married to my dad who was brackets on the marriage.

The photo I have used here was in preparation of her wedding day which is called a "moonlit". In this image, I have tried to combine the three main artists that I have looked at which is John Stezaker, Paul Knight and Sarah Wicks. I have used an old vintage photo of the wedding when I sat in as black and white, influenced by Stezaker. The painting inspired by Wright has also been infused and the overall collage of ideas towards reunited style of work.
To develop the digitally manipulated images I did on the previous page, I have found many other arranged marriage wedding photos from previous generations in my family. This was to show that throughout all these generations and different couples the same traditions are perpetuated.

I have used the SAME portrait image of my mum and the same gas mask image on all the women, to emphasise that all these women are subjected to the SAME traditions. EACH PHOTO HAS SUBTLE CHANGES.

This image has reminded me of the film "East is East" as it has a 70's vibe. The walls of the living room in this scene of the movie is very similar to the walls of my families photos living room.

This has inspired me to focus on the presentation of how these photos are displayed on a wall. I want to present these photos on 70's wallpaper to recreate that decades atmosphere. Time.
FINAL OUTCOME

I am pleased with the final outcome as the picture/photographs are often more impactful rather than alone. Although the wallpaper gives the 70's vibe it also distracts from the severity & seriousness of the photos, which works well as onlookers have to move closer to see the subtle changes in each of the photos, also the use of Photoshop to edit the photos contributes to subtleties. This is meant to symbolize that arranged marriages are often overlooked in our modern society & the gas masks represents the lack of free will one was when these arranged marriages are declined. However, the wallpaper along with the frames also gives a homely effect which was intentional to show how common arranged marriages are in the Bangladogshi community.
Progression of free will depicted through the use of layering and colour

What I wanted to achieve by looking at society was to underline an issue which goes without mentioning, that we as a society tend to hide our true feelings with false facial expressions. Of course to many this may just seem like a way of life in order to integrate with society but I feel that overtime this social norm could gradually be broken. At first I looked at the concept of layering and how this was a way obscuring facial expression, similar to how a mask would, this was inspired by John Stezaker. The way I saw “breaking” out of these social norms was by applying a sense of looseness and bright colours to my art, which was inspired by Paul Wright and Sarah Kaushik. I felt that the freedom of using colour showed an expressive nature which was not shown in my work previously.

Using techniques inspired by Stezaker it became apparent to look into the impact that layering and splicing two images together has to create another image. The process of layering in Stezaker’s portraits are a way of obscuring emotions and facial expressions which is what I too have been looking at. As a conceptual artist Stezaker thrives off of the concept of less is more. His work is criticised as “simple” but in actuality this simplicity is undermined by his innovative way of recreating life out of forgotten photos and postcards. His incessant experimentation with collaging ready-sourced photography was motivated by the idea that “there were too many images in the world already” and he didn’t want to add to it (as seen in figure 1). His work mainly centres on photography after being inspired by Gerhard Richter and Sigmar Polke who were painters which were influenced by photography, this then made Stezaker decide to ironically focus all of his art onto photography.

Figure 1 shows Gerhard Richter’s “S. with Child”. It is interesting to see an element of emotions being hidden in Richter’s painting, a similar theme seen with Stezaker as many of his portraits are obscured with an image having little relation to the photo but is able to interfere with the emotions being shown in the photos which had also inspired me. Figure 2 shows Sigmar Polke’s “Bunnies” from 1966, which similar to Stezaker has a vintage 50’s feel to it, a theme perpetuated throughout Stezaker’s work. In relation to my own work, looking at Stezaker inspired me to experiment with the compositional element of my studies as well as looking into negative/ positive space. From his art I have taken on his conceptual components and process rather than the meanings behind his work, which allowed me to find new and innovative ways of presenting my own art. There is an element of hidden intimacy within “Pair IV” (Figure 4) which is main theme of hidden emotions within my work. The cliff faces hides the
emotions of the Hollywood couple similar to how the gas masks hides the true emotions we feel, showing the limited free will we have.

Figure 4 Collage, 7 11/16 x 9 7/8". The study that I'll be focusing on is "Pair IV" which is part of his 2007 Private collection

At first glance one could conclude the composition of the two photos (figure 4) to be astutely deliberate but clumsy and possibly coincidental. The two images oppose one another yet harmoniously create one image. The sepia postcard of the Gorge de L'aar incongruously acts against the grayscale image of the Hollywood actors leaning in for a kiss. The exact positioning of the landscape image ingeniously forms the overall picture as it allows the faces to appear complete but not in the most conventional way. However it could also be perceived that the compositional element of the layering of the gorge image compromises the integrity of the actual image as it obscures the intimacy that was once the focal point. Here we can see the influences of Richter's paintings being presented and the impact that is created after hiding the intimacies of portraits which allows onlookers to create their own meanings and interpretations about the art.

There is an obvious transition between the two photographs due to the different colours used and although the differentiation is apparent, the photos do not oppose one another but work together. The use of colours here can be considered as simplistic as the images only provide limited tones of sepia and grayscale; to most this could be seen as a limitation of the collage not fulfilling its full potential. Alternatively it could also sum up Stezaker epithet of work, using old Hollywood photographs or film stills. After looking at his body of work, it predominantly comprises of a nostalgic and vintage feel which is perpetuated in most of his collages without being monotonous. This vintage feel seems to perpetuate the works of Sigmar Polke's, showing the influence deep rooted in Stezaker's collages. The obvious differentiation of colours foil the merging of the two images, however they still manage to fuse as the positioning of the postcard cuts off the faces but the protruding walls narrowing inwards allows this picture to continue.

The slightly diagonal angling of the walls further help capture the notion of the two actors facing each other as well as the crevices on the cliffs where the lines trail the direction in which the walls travel in, this aids the visual intent of positioning and posture of the faces.
The purpose of the gorge obscuring the intimacy of the original photo provides a sense of eeriness however Stezaker may have intended the filtering of this moment as a way of capturing the “meditative” experience of a situation like this. It could be his way of emphasising the potential kiss in a less literal sense and matter of fact way instead he took the scenic route of a gorge as this picturesque postcard could symbolise a moment in paradise that you feel when sharing an intimate moment. The inkling of light at the top and bottom of the postcard draws me in as it oddly stands out to me although I don’t believe it was intended to be a main focus though it makes the exchange feel more surreal even to the extent of dreamlike. Light is something which could connote love and I feel that in this image it evokes and exuberation of love almost to the point of having overwhelming power in this picture. However the lack of faces affects this, as the face have been replaced with gorge walls which have a rough exterior so it counteracts the situation. The rough exterior contributes greatly to the image as it includes a textural element which compromises the initial impression if the Hollywood photograph were to stand alone. The roughness limits the intimate mood to a more impersonal ideal. Also the two cliffs have a bluntness to them which could represent the action of kissing being blocked out as the two cliffs cannot ever meet.

A sense of depth and density is created from the two cliffs through the incongruent transition of colours from light to dark this allows onlookers to be drawn in. Also there is a rhythmic motion of the two faces moving towards each other which mirrors the flowing river in between the gorge as they both have the same affect in the way that are constant symmetry with one another.

There’s a level of appreciation that must be made to the precision of the overall layout, as I have continued to repeat that the process may have been simplistic this must be overlooked in order to understand the sum of effort and time which was made to ensure the accurateness of the photograph to give off the affect that it does.

The process of vintage collaging and layering is a style which has been adopted by many modern-day collagists such as Michael Tunk. Who similar to Stezaker was inspired by the historical contexts of his art. However I feel that Tunk has a more developed approach as he fuses ready sourced media from vintage magazines but from different eras to dramatize the difference and growth over the decades. His work ranges from the 1800’s-1950’s. It’s hard to say that Tunk wasn’t inspired by the works of Stezaker although there is no direct quote from him, there are immeasurable similarities such as the removal of a face and how they both replace the face by using landscapes seen in “The Unknown Riders Back to Back Redux” and with a lot of Stezaker’s Mask series. Both artists are able to collage two unrelated images and fuse them together to make a somewhat more thought provoking image. This can be seen a lot when Tunk combines landscapes of outer space with the western cowboy characters which are perpetually used throughout his work. I find this fascinating as it’s almost comical although it could be hiding a deeper meaning like how Stezaker hides the hidden intimacies within his collages. Although there is no real mention as to why he chooses space with western together, it is apparent that these two aspects interest him most. Both artists show fixations on certain eras and styles; Stezaker explores more into the 50’s Hollywood movies of his childhood and Tunk shows an appreciation for the “western
cowboy era.” This makes him more of a contemporary version of Stezaker. The depictions of space make the overall images look even more arbitrary and perplexing, a similar affect exuded by many of Stezaker collages.

Although choosing Paul Wright as an artist to analyse seems like a sporadic decision, I was drawn to his oil painting portraiture due to the erratic yet vibrant colours he uses. I also wanted to narrow into culture rather than society as a whole and as Paul Wright uses bright colours and loose lines/mark-making, I felt this was very fitting. Paul Wright is an artist who flourishes through the expressive and unrestricted brush strokes of oil paint which he then disrupts with a palette knife which breaks out of the pragmatic portraiture one is accustomed to seeing. His use of the palette knife to “obliterate” his paintings derives from the notion of “creating something new with less control.” His work has a sense of fluidity in the paint which is usually presented on a large canvas which elevates this idea of liberty he has with paints as there is more of a work space which he says most portrait artists are opposed of because of its untraditional values. Wright is known for his unique style of oil painting and says that he was mainly influenced by Rembrandt, Frank Auerbach, Willem De Kooning. His work focuses more on the process rather than the subject matter.

The specific painting that I’ll be looking at is “Head of a Proud Man” (Figure 7) which was displayed on a 92cm x137cm canvas as part of his 2006 ‘Milestones 1996-2006’ exhibition in Leicester. The title is fascinating as there is no mention of why he is proud but its prevalent through the simple gesture of his head slightly raised allowing the light to reflect on his face. The little information on the title may have been on purpose to allow the observer to create their own opinions as to why he’s proud. I see it as a black man who takes pride in his skin, culture and race despite the oppression many black people faced for centuries he can now look up and be proud of who he is. To an extent the use of black model can be a sort of tribute to the Black Lives Matter Movement. This idea of being proud of one’s race holds much importance to my own work, as it not only employs the idea freedom that can achieved in your cultural bubble but it can be shown visually through a variety of colour.

Looking at his body of work you can see that there is a journey, though I have picked one of his earlier portraits we see that this compared to his latest stuff could be considered as tighter than his newer work which is more abstract. After having looked his previous exhibitions this specific painting stood out the most to me due to the choice of different subject matter to what he would usually use, out of curiosity is searched this up leading me to an interview where he explains that his decision to use a black model was to experiment with the different tones such as purples and blue. My initial impression of this painting is that although from a distance it is seen to be a fully formed
face, intricately painted however when you move in closer you can still see the raw brush and palette strokes which remain and haven’t been blended in, though each stroke and colour is separate they harmoniously work together and the distinct colours create a sense of movement even though they are present.

The colours used are predominantly browns, purples and blue due to his fascination with black skin absorbing and reflecting these colours which give off a certain nuance which can’t be replicated with any other skin tone. In most areas the colours don’t actually merge however they tend to be of a similar tone thus justifying why there’s the idea of his work exuding fluidity. The incessant nature of the purple has an enigmatic feel which is perplexing when against a strong colour such as the brown as it comes across as more subdued but because of the tone used I feel that all the colours as a whole complement one another without repelling due to the separation in hues.

Each stroke from the brush/palette knife forms shapes which seamlessly interlock with the next almost like a jigsaw puzzle, as he says “I would like all the marks to live independently and still come together to create an image.” The formation of shapes which are subtly presented creates the illusion of the painting to be 3D which aids the different tones used for shading to make this lifelike image. The shape of the actual face juxtaposes with what is painted inside of the lines which is shown by the diminishing of control of strokes in the inside.

The light and dark which takes up majority of the painting as it goes across his face creates a gradient due to the tone making the image protrude outwards giving the impression of the picture being in 3D space. The spectrum of colours also pushes this forward. The lines and strokes vary on parts of the painting. Where there is more shading the lines are curvy with less control giving the impression of loose lines creating fluidity in the image which is prevented by the separation of colours that aren’t blended, it also contributes to the abstractedness which is juxtaposed with the outline of the face. Although the lines are rough and raw they still allow the lines to appear to be soft and intentional.

In reference to texture I cannot fully justify its existence as the painting isn’t in any galleries and has been sold, so I cannot say for sure if its visible but from my own knowledge and physical evidence of his use of a palette knives and oil paint. The texture from the excess paint is necessary to make the painting look more lifelike because otherwise it’ll remain flat; this coincides with the idea of the painting having more depth as well.

I’ve looked at Paul Wright as an artist due to the eclectic range of colours he uses within one portrait and I admire how not all the colours relate to the other coercively but still manage to balance out on the overall painting. Although I didn’t use the colours for the same meaning as Paul Wright I did my own take of it to relate to my coursework where I wanted to explore aspects of culture. I did this using the vast range of colour like Paul Wright. Not only was it the colour palette but also the brush stroke/palette knife which helped me improve the way I painted the portraits of dad. By doing this I was able to use a similar style to Paul Wright but still maintained my own style of painting too.
After dissecting collages by Stezaker and Tunk, this instilled in me a keen fascination with collaging. Although it is critiqued to be a simple process there should be a large focus on the complexity and accuracy of the positioning of each component. I also find it intriguing how this simple process of layering and obscuring facial expressions can be very provocative and impactful on observers. However, the paintings by Paul Wright made it clear to me of the importance of colour in my own work and how it shows more freedom, than your ordinary grayscale. This intrigue with collages, led me to an article by “Homegrown” on Sarah Kaushik, also known as the TheBigEyed Collagist. Her work stood out to me because of the vibrant colours she uses, similar to Paul Wright. However, she does this by creating digital collages; combining old with new. This makes her similar to many collagists such as Stezaker and Tunk. Her reasoning for using vintage secondary sourced media is that “Vintage finds are like chancing upon a rare gem in a forest - beautiful and priceless, holding stories within themselves, frozen in time and space.” Unlike Stezaker and Tunk she includes her own photography using Photoshop. This creates a sense of depth to many of her collages as there is a contrast with the graininess of the vintage photos with her own high definition photographs which can be seen in figure 8. I also found her to be very relevant to my own work as her art greatly informs many political and societal issues within the microcosmic world of Delhi. This made me want to look at my own cultural background particularly, the strains and restriction of free will in Bangladesh. The vast palette of colours she uses is greatly influenced by her south East Asian background. Although we are not both from the same country the similarities in our cultural backgrounds are significant. She also considers herself to be a feminist so in many of her collages, there is a recurring tribute to strong Indian women such as “Attack of a Woman” (Figure 8).

Currently her work is not presented in any exhibitions or galleries as she says “I don’t believe my art belongs there,” instead she prefers a more intimate approach where she invites people to observe her art in a relaxed environment. Sarah Kaushik seems to be a more aloof artist, as there was very little about her on the internet, so this gave me the opportunity to contact her directly through email to ask her a series of questions:-

Me: I was really intrigued by your first series of digital art where there is a lot of reference to outer space when concerning Delhi, is there a specific reason for this?

Kaushik: My first series mostly talked of the migratory population of the city. The culture of moving from small cities to big cities is huge in India as there are only a few big cities. To express the nature of this constant movement, sometimes from a smaller to a bigger city and at times, between big cities, has been expressed by the use of space as the backdrop to these narratives.
Me: Do you feel that Delhi is one of the most liberal cities in India or do you think there is a lot more growth needed?

Kaushik: India on a whole is a developing nation. There is growth needed everywhere, no matter how big or small the cities are. But yes, Delhi is one of the most liberal cities only because the people in Delhi or some more big cities are more exposed to the concept of liberalism than the rest.

Me: Do you think that culture is a dominant theme in your art?

Kaushik: Absolutely. I express the struggles of today and culture automatically gets embedded in the themes.

Me: Are the vibrant colours you use influenced by your culture?

Kaushik: Unknowingly, it could also be my culture. But I would rather say that its the aesthetic I have developed over a period of time.

Me: What inspired you to create “Dilli dilwalon ka shehr (Delhi belongs to the daring)”? Has this been exhibited in any galleries and what is the size of this image?

Kaushik: Delhi is a city of powerful people, as it comes across in our daily lives. The ones in power trample on the ones without. Its an issue that has been expressed in this artwork. I haven't exhibited in galleries as of now because I don't believe my art belongs there, yet. I exhibit in my home where I invite people to come and see and reflect on my work in a relaxed environment. This particular piece was a huge one, it could be printed up to 8 feet because the quality of the public domain image I found was huge!

Me: Does your art tackle any social issues in India?

Kaushik: My art tackles many social issues, including women empowerment and struggles to the challenges faced by the queer communities. I try and address the boundaries between various social, political and cultural stigmas concerning my society, eventually hoping to achieve a tolerance for this complexity and diversity.

Me: What artists have influenced or inspired your work and why?

Eugenia Loli inspired my techniques of creating collages in the initial stages. Post that, I think the narratives took charge and moulded the collages in a way that suited them the best.

Me: Are the images you use primary sourced or collected as inspiration?

Kaushik: Both. Sometimes when I am looking for something in particular, I stumble upon some gems and add them to my collections, to bemused in the future.

Me: What programs do you use to create digital art and why?
Kaushik: I generally use Photoshop because I am well-versed with it and the software gives me a lot to explore!

Me: I see a lot of images (such as “Attack of a Woman”) where females are the main focus, is there a reason for this and would you consider yourself a feminist?

Kaushik: I am a feminist, no doubt. Women have been suppressed forever and in collages I give them priority.

Me: What inspired you to have such a vintage feel in a lot of your collages?

Kaushik: I wanted to represent the current with the old. Vintage finds are like chancing upon a rare gem in a forest - beautiful and priceless, holding stories within themselves, frozen in time and space. The colour tones of vintage images and the slight blurry-ness and grains add a lot of texture and depth to an otherwise two-dimensional graphic.

This interview was really key in understanding the driving force behind many of her collages. The obvious was female empowerment, however I was surprised by the emphasis on “queer communities” and the struggles they face within a conservative society. I’ve also gained a greater understanding on the prominence on outer space and the deeper meaning behind it. I found this interesting, as visually it seems arbitrary, however it explains the migratory culture within India. This also made me rethink my own work and the importance a background can have on a final outcome.

All in all, the artists that I have looked at are all very influential on my work. Although the links are not noticeable initially, they all have similarities in their style or concepts of their work. After looking at Stezaker’s collages, I have come to appreciate the complexities of collage and have now understood why in many of his works the face seems to always be obscured. This idea of “hidden intimacies” had inspired me to look at the effects of layering - this depicts the lack free will that we have. This has become one of the predominant themes in my coursework. As a collage artist, I see many similarities between Stezaker and Sarah Kaushik where vintage elements are strongly portrayed in both of their work. Although their reasoning for this differs as Stezaker prefers to use old images as there is already too many photographs in world so he tends to recycle them, whereas Kaushik sees them as “rare gems” which gives depth to her work. Exploring the effects of layering prevented me to break out of this confinement of little free will. So, in order to break out I decided to refocus onto colour – this is where Paul Wright became a significant drive towards free will and being expressive. The vibrant colours he uses made his portraiture stand out and the expressive brush strokes he used stepped closer to the idea of free will, as I associate freedom with bright colours. I feel that looking at the process of layering portrays a prevention of freedom as it tends to hide what we are feeling, whereas the use of colour opens more pathways. Contrasting these two elements has helped to look at the progression of free will.